Hate Speech on Elon Musk’s Twitter: Under Musk, Hate Speech is Rising
Volume Over Time Comparison - All Hate Speech Categories

MARCH 01, 2022 - NOVEMBER 27, 2022

Antisemitism
Anti-LGBTQ+
Ethnic and Racial Slurs
## Hateful Tweets: # of Tweets of the Top 20 Advancing Hateful Narratives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Toxic Hate Speech Category</th>
<th>Pre-Musk Twitter Takeover</th>
<th>Post-Musk Twitter Takeover</th>
<th>Post-Musk Twitter Takeover - 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>March 01, 2022 to October 25, 2022</td>
<td>October 26, 2022 to November 13, 2022</td>
<td>November 13, 2022 to November 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Narratives (Aggregated)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antisemitism</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-LGBTQ+</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnic and Racial Slurs</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For each category, we examined top 20 tweets by engagement, and analyzed whether the term or slur used was used in a hateful way, which perpetuated a toxic narrative or not (such as someone pushing back on the term, relaying a personal experience, or reclaiming the term in a colloquial manner).
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Elon Musk Takes over Twitter
Where's the outrage about 'grooming' teenagers to be racist mass murderers?

Senator Lana Theis accused me by name of grooming and sexualizing children in an attempt to marginalize me for standing up against her marginalizing the LGBTQ community...in a fundraising email, for herself. Hate wins when people like me stand by and let it happen. I won't.

Mallory McMorrow
@MalloryMcMorrow

Kanye threatened the Jews yesterday on twitter and it's not even trending. Why do mostly only Jews speak up against Jewish hate? The silence is so loud

Sarah Silverman
@SarahKSilverman

NEW: Marjorie Taylor Greene—who is accusing Democrats of “child grooming”—has hired far-right Milo Yiannopoulos as an intern. Yiannopoulos has advocated for legalizing sex between 13-year-olds and adults because he says 13-year-olds are not children and are “sexually mature.”

Don Lewis
@DonLew87

Top 20 Twitter Posts (1 - 10): All Narratives

My Goddaughter is the only black starter for Dukes volleyball team. While playing yesterday, she was called a n

Lesa Pamplin
@LesaPamplin

NEW: Marjorie Taylor Greene—who is accusing Democrats of “child grooming”—has hired far-right Milo Yiannopoulos as an intern. Yiannopoulos has advocated for legalizing sex between 13-year-olds and adults because he says 13-year-olds are not children and are “sexually mature.”

Rev. Dr. Jacqui Lewis
@RevJacquiLewis

So I'm rewatching Ben 10 and why I come across this one episode where he was itching to call his opp a n

jai is going thru it
@trapvjai

Something the “groomer” panic totally obfuscates is that childhood sex ed can teach kids how to avoid being taken advantage of by adults, by teaching them early what consent is and that their body is their own.

Kat Tenbarge
@kattenbarge

What grooming and indoctrination “actually” looks like. A ten year old's birthday cake.

Three Rural White Guys Podcast
@RuralThree

My Goddaughter is the only black starter for Dukes volleyball team. While playing yesterday, she was called a n

Lesa Pamplin
@LesaPamplin

NEW: Marjorie Taylor Greene—who is accusing Democrats of “child grooming”—has hired far-right Milo Yiannopoulos as an intern. Yiannopoulos has advocated for legalizing sex between 13-year-olds and adults because he says 13-year-olds are not children and are “sexually mature.”
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NEW: Marjorie Taylor Greene—who is accusing Democrats of “child grooming”—has hired far-right Milo Yiannopoulos as an intern. Yiannopoulos has advocated for legalizing sex between 13-year-olds and adults because he says 13-year-olds are not children and are “sexually mature.”
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Something the “groomer” panic totally obfuscates is that childhood sex ed can teach kids how to avoid being taken advantage of by adults, by teaching them early what consent is and that their body is their own.

Kat Tenbarge
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Something the “groomer” panic totally obfuscates is that childhood sex ed can teach kids how to avoid being taken advantage of by adults, by teaching them early what consent is and that their body is their own.

Kat Tenbarge
@kattenbarge
Remember when “gaslighting” meant a very specific form of domestic abuse and then people started using it about politicians, things you could fact-check, just as a substitute for “lying”? It’s wild how abuse terms get taken away and it’s what’s happening now with “grooming.”

Papa Hexmeritus IV
@aarbnarkwizard
15.8K Retweets 860 Quote Tweets 70.3K Likes
10:58 PM · Oct 06 2022

I trained as a gymnast under Larry Nassar. I know what a pedophile and a groomer are. It’s not a teacher with an “All Are Welcome” sign. It’s not a librarian who has award winning books on their shelves. Love your kids. Thank a teacher. Donate to a library. Cut the shit.

Laura Burkhardt- Text ACT to 644-33
@LauraAnnSTL
14.6K Retweets 334 Quote Tweets 71.9K Likes
10:00 PM · Aug 21, 2022

BREAKING: Marjorie Taylor Greene calls on gun owners to use their weapons to “stop abortion, the trans agenda on kids” and “mass illegal migration,” a clear call for Republicans to carry out mass shootings against political enemies. RT IF YOU THINK THAT SHE MUST BE ARRESTED!

Occupy Democrats
@OccupyDemocrats
14.9K Retweets 981 Quote Tweets 31.4K Likes
9:52 PM · Jun 27, 2022

Still can’t get over how on the SAME WEEK that Republicans are desperately trying to label everyone else pedophiles and groomers, the Tennessee GOP is advancing a bill literally “legalizing” child marriage. Truly beyond parody.

Brian Tyler Cohen
@briantylercohen
13.7K Retweets 739 Quote Tweets 55.3K Likes
12:00AM · Apr 06, 2022

If you are not at the risk of being called a “nigga” you shouldn’t be saying “nigga.” That’s it.

T J Holmeswrecker
@Kyla_Lacey
15.8K Retweets 860 Quote Tweets 70.3K Likes
10:58 PM · Oct 06 2022

Former Trump official Adam Hageman pleaded guilty yesterday to possession of child pornography. Hageman was part of a “secret online group” that shared graphic fantasies and child-molestation videos. But tell me more about Democrats being groomers and pedophiles please.

Andrew Wortman
@AmoneyResists
13.5K Retweets 655 Quote Tweets 41.7K Likes
9:17 PM · Sep 30, 2022

If you have sexual conversations with kids and hide those conversations from their parents, you are a groomer. This isn’t complicated.

Michael Knowles
@michaeljknowles
13.7K Retweets 593 Quote Tweets 41.7K Likes
1:55 AM · Apr 07, 2022

NEW: As Republicans accuse others of being “groomers,” new details are surfacing about Congressman John Rose (R-TN), who met his now-wife in his 40s while she was an underage teenager....

No Lie with Brian Tyler Cohen
@NoLieWithBTC
12.8K Retweets 1K Quote Tweets 54.5K Likes
11:49 PM · Apr 10, 2022

Last night a stranger called me a faggot before beating the shit out of me. We’ve come a long way but still have such a long way to go in terms of equality.

Evan
@ebintosh
12.7K Retweets 2.2K Quote Tweets 127.1K Likes
11:49 PM · Apr 10, 2022

I don’t know if this has been made clear yet, so here we go: The ‘groomer’ panic is intimately tied to explicitly neo-Nazi ideology. Let me explain.”

Tim Squirrell
@timsquirrell
12.8K Retweets 1K Quote Tweets 54.5K Likes
1:30 PM · Jul 28, 2022
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Tim Squirrell
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"I don't know if this has been made clear yet, so here we go: The 'groomer' panic is intimately tied to explicitly neo-Nazi ideology. Let me explain."

Tim Squirrell
@timsquirrell
12.8K Retweets 1K Quote Tweets 54.5K Likes
1:30 PM · Jul 28, 2022
**Top 20 Twitter Posts (1-10): All Narratives**

**OCTOBER 26, 2022 - NOVEMBER 13, 2022**

**PRE-MUSK**

1. **philip lewis**
   - University of Kentucky student Sophia Rosing arrested and charged after assaulting another student who was at work and calling her a "n**** B****
   - 2:02 AM · Nov 07, 2022
   - 26.6K Retweets 8.2K Quote Tweets 12.7K Likes

2. **sani**
   - Atrocious. Now make her pay a 500k fine to anti hate causes. Expel her. Make her apologize to the ENTIRE Black community. Sensitivity training. AntiBlack training. Meet w Dr. Umar to demonstrate understanding.
   - 10:16 AM · Nov 07, 2022
   - 9.8K Retweets 318 Quote Tweets 30.5K Likes

3. **Mike Sington**
   - Republican family values. Joel Kosken, a married Republican running for South Dakota State Senate, has been arrested and charged with felony child abuse. He's accused of grooming, molesting, and raping a female family member.
   - 7:43 PM · Jul 11, 2022
   - 8.6K Retweets 1.3K Quote Tweets 13K Likes

**POST-MUSK**

1. **Robby Starbuck**
   - Just testing the new Twitter out: People who want porn in school libraries are groomers. Pedophiles should face the death penalty in court. Men are born with a penis and Women are born with vaginas. Only narcissists demand their own pronouns. There was fraud in 2020.
   - 8:05 AM · Oct 28, 2022
   - 16.2K Retweets 808 Quote Tweets 74.7K Likes

2. **Anthony Brian Logan (ABL)**
   - If saying “Jews control everything” is a nasty, antisemitic stereotype... then erasing a man from every corner of the economy after he says that doesn’t exactly disprove said stereotype... does it?
   - 9:12 PM · Oct 29, 2022
   - 12.1K Retweets 581 Quote Tweets 35.8K Likes

3. **top complacency**
   - Republican family values. Joel Kosken, a married Republican running for South Dakota State Senate, has been arrested and charged with felony child abuse. He's accused of grooming, molesting, and raping a female family member.
   - 7:43 PM · Jul 11, 2022
   - 8.6K Retweets 1.3K Quote Tweets 13K Likes

4. **Corn**
   - been called a n**** 13 times today. real COD is BACK
   - 5:21 AM · Oct 30, 2022
   - 11.2K Retweets 1.1K Quote Tweets 168.3K Likes

5. **ola**
   - being a black person is so funny sometimes bc you’re like “oh i’ll finally watch this classic everyone says is such a good movie” and then they calling people n****
   - 10:36 AM · Oct 11, 2022
   - 7.7K Retweets 1.5K Quote Tweets 70K Likes

6. **TOP COMPLACENCY**
   - A teenage boy rolled down his car window and laughed at me and said “nice crocs” in the I’m making fun of you way, and I said “fu**t” and he gasped so hard lmfao
   - 1:14 AM · Nov 28, 2022
   - 8.2K Retweets 439 Quote Tweets 159.5K Likes

7. **Charlie Kirk**
   - Groomers should be arrested
   - The virus came from a lab
   - Fauci is a crook
   - Climate change is a power grab scam
   - White privilege isn’t real
   - There are only 2 genders
   - The vaccine has killed people
   - Abortion is murder
   - 6:18 AM · May 11, 2022
   - 8.5K Retweets 435 Quote Tweets 35.7K Likes

8. **sani**
   - Atrocious. Now make her pay a 500k fine to anti hate causes. Expel her. Make her apologize to the ENTIRE Black community. Sensitivity training. AntiBlack training. Meet w Dr. Umar to demonstrate understanding.
   - 10:16 AM · Nov 07, 2022
   - 9.8K Retweets 318 Quote Tweets 30.5K Likes

9. **top complacency**
   - Republican family values. Joel Kosken, a married Republican running for South Dakota State Senate, has been arrested and charged with felony child abuse. He’s accused of grooming, molesting, and raping a female family member.
   - 7:43 PM · Jul 11, 2022
   - 8.6K Retweets 1.3K Quote Tweets 13K Likes

10. **corn**
    - been called a n**** 13 times today. real COD is BACK
    - 5:21 AM · Oct 30, 2022
    - 11.2K Retweets 1.1K Quote Tweets 168.3K Likes
I've come to realize that there's so much pushback against claims of antisemitism because people don't actually know what antisemitism is. Most people think antisemitism is simply racism against the Jews.

DeSantis went after Disney. He took on the trans agenda. He shipped illegals to Martha's Vineyard. He defied Fauci. If you think he's establishment then you truly have absolutely no idea what the establishment is, how it operates, or what it wants. You are just clueless.

Yet ANOTHER GOP groomer has been busted for child abuse, tell me how the FCUK Republicans are running on crime as an issue

I'm from New York so this ain't news to us, but the rest of America is now finding out that the Jews run everything is jokes.

DeSantis the groomer. Several Students recalled that Mr. DeSantis was a frequent presence at parties with the seniors who lived in town. Most spoke about socializing with him on the condition of anonymity because they feared backlash for speaking publicly about it. As an 18-year-old, I remember thinking, 'what are you doing here, dude?' one former student said.

I've come to realize that there's so much pushback against claims of antisemitism because people don't actually know what antisemitism is. Most people think antisemitism is simply racism against the Jews.

DeSantis the groomer. Several Students recalled that Mr. DeSantis was a frequent presence at parties with the seniors who lived in town. Most spoke about socializing with him on the condition of anonymity because they feared backlash for speaking publicly about it. As an 18-year-old, I remember thinking, 'what are you doing here, dude?' one former student said.

I'm from New York so this ain't news to us, but the rest of America is now finding out that the Jews run everything is jokes.
When the right says the left is "grooming" kids what they mean is "the left is exposing our children to people and beliefs different from ours thereby teaching them to critique and possibly reject white supremacy and Christian nationalism". But "grooming" is easier to say.

"If you've been calling librarians and teacher "groomers". If you've been vilifying trans kids and trans adults. If you're criminalizing drag shows. If you want kids not to know gay people don't exist, and strip their equal rights. Colorado Springs is the result."

"Adults should be able to hold two ideas in their head at the same time.
1) Grooming kids with drag shows is bad.
2) Shooting up a gay club is also bad. This isn't complicated."

"Republicans called gay people groomers. They wanted them to die. F**k their thoughts and prayers."

"The Jews had better start being nice to people like us, because what comes out of this is going to get a lot uglier for them… Meet neo-Nazi Nick Fuentes. Fuentes was President Trump's dinner guest at Mar-a-Lago this week along with Kanye West."

"We need to be clear; the rights response to the Club Q shooting was not "thoughts and prayers" but instead "the groomers deserved it". This is the rhetoric continuing to escalate. This is inciting violence. It will continue to get worse, as will the violence against trans folks."

"On all the "groomer" talk and other hateful rhetoric from the right"
Anti-LGBTQ+
Where's the outrage about 'grooming' teenagers to be racist mass murderers?

Don Lewis @DonLew87

Senator Lana Theis accused me by name of grooming and sexualizing children in an attempt to marginalize me for standing up against her marginalizing the LGBTQ community...in a fundraising email, for herself. Hate wins when people like me stand by and let it happen.

Mallory McMorrow @MalloryMcMorrow

Top 20 Twitter Posts (1-10): Anti-LGBTQ+

What grooming and indoctrination "actually" looks like. A ten year old's birthday cake.

Three Rural White Guys Podcast @RuralThree

Where's the outrage about 'grooming' teenagers to be racist mass murderers?

Don Lewis @DonLew87

NEW: Marjorie Taylor Greene—who is accusing Democrats of "child grooming"—has hired far-right Milo Yiannopoulos as an intern. Yiannopoulos has advocated for legalizing sex between 13-year-olds and adults because he says 13-year-olds are not children and are "sexually mature."

No Lie with Brian Tyler Cohen @NoLieWithBTC

Something the "groomer" panic totally obfuscates is that childhood sex ed can teach kids how to avoid being taken advantage of by adults, by teaching them early what consent is and that their body is their own.

Kat Tenbarge @kattenbarge

Remember when "gaslighting" meant a very specific form of domestic abuse and then people started using it about politicians, things you could fact-check, just as a substitute for "lying"? It's wild how abuse terms get taken away and it's what's happening now with "grooming"

Papa Hexmeritus IV @aardvarkwizard

BREAKING: Marjorie Taylor Greene calls on gun owners to use their weapons to "stop abortion, the trans agenda on kids" and "mass illegal migration," a clear call for Republicans to carry out mass shootings against political enemies. RT IF YOU THINK THAT SHE MUST BE ARRESTED!

Occupy Democrats @OccupyDemocrats

I trained as a gymnast under Larry Nassar. I know what a pedophile and a groomer are. It's not a teacher with an "All Are Welcome" sign. It's not a librarian who has award winning books on their shelves. Love your kids. Thank a teacher. Donate to a library. Cut the shit.

Laura Burkhardt-Text ACT to 644-33 @LauraAnStL

Still can't get over how on the SAME WEEK that Republicans are desperately trying to label everyone else pedophiles and groomers, the Tennessee GOP is advancing a bill "literally" legalizing child marriage. Truly beyond parody.

Brian Tyler Cohen @briantylercohen
Top 20 Twitter Posts (11 - 20): Anti-LGBTQ+

Andrew Wortman @AmoneyResists

Former Trump official Adam Hageman pleaded guilty yesterday to possession of child pornography. Hageman was part of a “secret online group” that shared graphic fantasies and child-molestation videos. But tell me more about Democrats being groomers and pedophiles please.

9:17 PM · Sep 30, 2022

Andrew Wortman @AmoneyResists

13.5K Retweets 655 Quote Tweets 41.7K Likes

Michael Knowles @michaeljknowles

If you have sexual conversations with kids and hide those conversations from their parents, you are a groomer. This isn’t complicated.

155 AM · Apr 07, 2022

13.7K Retweets 593 Quote Tweets 79.2K Likes

No Lie with Brian Tyler Cohen @NoLieWithBTC

NEW: As Republicans accuse others of being “groomers,” new details are surfacing about Congressman John Rose (R-TN), who met his now-wife in his 40s while she was an underage teenager. ....

9:27 PM · Apr 06, 2022

13.2K Retweets 12K Quote Tweets 419K Likes

Tim Squirrell @tmsquirrell

“I don’t know if this has been made clear yet, so here we go: The ‘groomer’ panic is intimately tied to explicitly neo-Nazi ideology. Let me explain.”

1:30 PM · Apr 06, 2022

12.8K Retweets 1K Quote Tweets 54.4K Likes

Evan @ebintosh

Last night a stranger called me a faggot before beating the shit out of me. He left me with a fractured eye socket, 2 fractures in my ankle, a dislocation in my ankle & some other minor injuries. We’ve come a long way but still have such a long way to go in terms of equality.

11:49 PM · Apr 10, 2022

12.7K Retweets 2.2K Quote Tweets 127.1K Likes

Jack Posobiec @JackPosobiec

DISNEY GROOMER
DISNEY GROOMER
DISNEY GROOMER
DISNEY GROOMER

6:02 AM · Apr 11, 2022

12.7K Retweets 959 Quote Tweets 61.7K Likes

nini @miibat

“// grooming

Idk who needs to hear this but merely knowing and occasionally speaking to minors as an adult doesn’t make you a groomer you guys have just watered down the term”

4:51 PM · 03/23, 2022

12.2K Retweets 13K Quote Tweets 126.4K Likes

Jake Flores (parody) @feraljokes

this “groomer” thing conservatives are trying to push is inconveniently silent on the fact that the majority of child sexual abuse happens within the cultural pillars of the right wing: the church and the family

2:41 AM · Apr 03, 2022

11.6K Retweets 842 Quote Tweets 80.2K Likes

Right Wing Cope @RightWingCope

The current grooming discourse

3:49 AM · Sep 23, 2022

11.5K Retweets 446 Quote Tweets 118.5K Likes
Top 20 Twitter Posts (11 - 20): Anti-LGBTQ+

A transgender librarian was attacked in a public library in Boise, Idaho. This comes after multiple instances around the country of Proud Boys entering libraries and calling LGBTQ+ books “grooming.” This is the inevitable result. Violence against trans people and librarians.

8:46 PM · Nov 01, 2022

8:01 AM · Nov 10, 2022

I just want to remind everyone that a man has just been jailed here in the UK for serving mince pies during lockdown. Meanwhile police failed to investigate the grooming gangs that raped thousands of girls in this country. because they were afraid of being called racist.

3.2K Retweets 111 Quote Tweets 10.6K Likes

3.2K Retweets 115 Quote Tweets 7.5K Likes

3.2K Retweets 105 Quote Tweets 7.5K Likes

8:04 AM · Nov 11, 2022

8:04 AM · Nov 11, 2022

// grooming thread clearing up misinformation about the dream situation and one of his victims amanda - using all the hashtags so people see this #supportamanduh #dreamisafreak #supportdream #dropdream #dropdsmp #dropdreamsmp

10.6K Retweets 111 Quote Tweets 10.6K Likes

3.3K Retweets 330 Quote Tweets 8.3K Likes

5:26 AM · Nov 10, 2022

5:26 AM · Nov 10, 2022

Teacher DeSantis going to parties with high school students? What’s that word the MAGAs always throw around? Oh, yes. “Groomer.”

11:40 PM · Nov 05, 2022

11:40 PM · Nov 05, 2022

Biden didn’t say a single word about the economy, gas prices, food/supply shortages, record high inflation, threat of nuclear war, illegal immigration surges, fentanyl epidemic, crime waves, child grooming… nothing. What a failure of a speech from a failure of a would be leader.

5:20 AM · Nov 03, 2022

5:20 AM · Nov 03, 2022

my uncles political views:
- pro mask;
- anti vax;
- anti income tax;
- says desantis is a “racist retard”
- says tucker carlson’s hair is a toupee
- britney griner deserved prison for “breaking the law”
- supports lgbt rights “but i’m not gonna stop saying faggo t”

2.9K Retweets 83 Quote Tweets 7.4K Likes

2.8K Retweets 252 Quote Tweets 28K Likes

2.6K Retweets 14K Quote Tweets 80.7K Likes

2.5K Retweets 90 Quote Tweets 15.9K Likes

2.5K Retweets 97 Quote Tweets 8.6K Likes
Top 20 Twitter Posts (1-10): Anti-LGBTQ+

James Woods @RealJamesWoods
“So a bunch of commie groomers get fired from a job they never showed up for, after spending years suppressing the free speech of half the nation. They interfere with a presidential election, saddling the nation with a nincompoop clown show... And we’re supposed to care?”
11:06 PM · Nov 28, 2022
23.2K Retweets 1,254 Quote Tweets 120.8K Likes

Matt @mattav
a conservative organizer in Utah who accused drag queens of “grooming our children for immoral satanic worship” was fired from her teaching job for having inappropriate relationships with students
10:53 PM · Nov 23, 2022
17K Retweets 1.4K Quote Tweets 10.2K Likes

Xavier’s Online @xaviersonline
Conservatives have been grooming and sexualising children for years, it's called pageantry.
9:49 AM · Nov 23, 2022
16.1K Retweets 1.2K Quote Tweets 120.8K Likes

Tim Pool @Timcast
Remember when that little boy posed with a naked man and they said “drag isn’t sexual”
They can try to gaslight but they defended this and other little boys stripping for adult men calling it a “costume change”
8:54 PM · Nov 24, 2022
13.5K Retweets 1.2K Quote Tweets 53.2K Likes

Kat Tenbarge @kattenbarge
The real, factual definition of child grooming is forming a relationship with a child and sometimes their family to gain the child’s trust for the purpose of sexually abusing them. It has nothing to do with LGBTQ people or drag and saying it does is harmful to real child victims
10:53 PM · Nov 23, 2022
11.6K Retweets 53 Quote Tweets 33.4K Likes

Elaine Scattermoon @scattermoon
“Sept: “someone needs to do something about these perverted drag artists grooming our children”
Oct: “someone needs to do something about these perverted drag artists spreading gayness”
Nov: “the massacre at the drag night was an utter tragedy but we mustn’t politicise it”
11:45 PM · Nov 20, 2022
7K Retweets 53 Quote Tweets 33.4K Likes

Alejandra Caraballo @Equisaber
Twitter has spent the last two days after the Colorado shooting reinstating every anti-LGBTQ account that was permanently suspended over the past 5 years. Now, “ok, groomer” is trending. Elon is stoking the hate that fuels this violence even further.
10:46 AM · Nov 22, 2022
6.1K Retweets 251 Quote Tweets 23.4K Likes

Mayra Flores @MayraLorez22
“Balenciaga only apologized and deleted their content because they got caught. The grooming and indoctrination of children is truly evil.”
9:17 PM · Nov 23, 2022
6.6K Retweets 168 Quote Tweets 33.3K Likes

Rev Daniel @RevDaniel
“When the right says the left is “grooming” kids what they mean is “the left is exposing our children to people and beliefs different from ours thereby teaching them to critique and possibly reject white supremacy and Christian nationalism”.
Nov 22, 2022
NA Retweets NA Quote Tweets NA Likes

Cenk Uygur @cenkuygur
Who were the biggest pedophiles and groomers in the country? Catholic priests. Who was the biggest pedophile in American politics? Dennis Hastert, Republican Speaker of the House. Biggest pedophile in America? Jeffrey Epstein, friend of Trump and Musk. Right-wing does projection.
2:28 AM · Nov 23, 2022
5.1K Retweets 412 Quote Tweets 20.8K Likes
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Elon Musk Takes over Twitter
Kanye threatened the Jews yesterday on Twitter and it’s not even trending. Why do mostly only Jews speak up against Jewish hate? The silence is so loud.

Sarah Silverman
@SarahKSilverman

31.0K Retweets 4.9K Quote Tweets 208.7K Likes

12:10 AM · Oct 10, 2022

hey, remember when Donald Trump threatened the Jews and it was a one-day story? what in actual fuc

Jeff Tiedrich
@itsJeffTiedrich

4.5K Retweets 84 Quote Tweets 22.9K Likes

9:52 PM · Oct 20, 2022

Unbelievable. Alex Jones’ lawyer just closed his argument in the Sandy Hook defamation case with German pastor Martin Niemöller’s “First they came for the socialists... Then they came for the Jews...” prose poem.

Again, this was Alex Jones’ lawyer.

Ben Collins
@oneunderscore_

4.2K Retweets 862 Quote Tweets 50.4K Likes

2:43 AM · Aug 4, 2022

President Zelensky: “I am now addressing all the Jews of the world. Don’t you see what is happening? That is why it is very important that millions of Jews around the world do not remain silent right now. Nazism is born in silence. So shout about killings of civilians.”

Julia J assay @juliajassay

12.6K Retweets 1.5K Quote Tweets 54.1K Likes

9:24 AM · Mar 3, 2022

Kanye West has 3 million followers. He just said he is coming to get the Jews. 6 million Jews were murdered in gas chambers within a human lifetime. People are saying ignore Kanye because he is sick and a clown. They say he isn’t serious.

Steve Schmidt @SteveSchmidtSES

5.9K Retweets 359 Quote Tweets 25.9K Likes

9:55 PM · Oct 9, 2022

Zelensky asks Israel: “You can mediate, but cannot mediate between good & evil. I could ask why we are not receive protection from Israel. Why are we not getting you from Dome, that would protect the Jews of Ukraine? Why hasn’t Israel joined the sanction régime against Russia?”

Noga Tarnopolsky @NogaTarnopolsky

9:52 PM · Mar 20, 2022

7K Retweets 210 Quote Tweets 26.9K Likes

Those people are deluded.

No Lie with Brian Tyler Cohen @NoLehikehTC

5.9K Retweets 359 Quote Tweets 25.9K Likes

9:55 PM · Oct 9, 2022

Duty To Warn 🚣‍♂️

President Zelenskyy: “I am now addressing all the Jews of the world. Don’t you see what is happening? That is why it is very important that millions of Jews around the world do not remain silent right now. Nazism is born in silence. So shout about killings of civilians.”

Duty To Warn

CreepyVax

12:24 AM · Mar 3, 2022

15.0K Retweets 479 Quote Tweets 42.5K Likes

9:52 PM · Oct 10, 2022

Zelensky asks Israel: “You can mediate, but cannot mediate between good & evil. I could ask why we are not receive protection from Israel. Why are we not getting you from Dome, that would protect the Jews of Ukraine? Why hasn’t Israel joined the sanction régime against Russia?”

Noga Tarnopolsky @NogaTarnopolsky

9:52 PM · Mar 20, 2022

7K Retweets 210 Quote Tweets 26.9K Likes

Those people are deluded.

No Lie with Brian Tyler Cohen @NoLehikehTC

5.9K Retweets 359 Quote Tweets 25.9K Likes

9:55 PM · Oct 9, 2022

Duty To Warn 🚣‍♂️

Hitler invented the phrase “the big lie” not to describe himself but to accuse the Jews. The real liar was Hitler himself. In the same vein, Democrats use the phrase “the big lie” to accuse Republicans. The real liars, in this case too, are the Democrats themselves #2000Mules

Dinesh D’Souza @DineshDSouza

5.8K Retweets 271 Quote Tweets 21.1K Likes

1:57 AM · Oct 2, 2022

Hitler invented the phrase “the big lie” not to describe himself but to accuse the Jews. The real liar was Hitler himself. In the same vein, Democrats use the phrase “the big lie” to accuse Republicans. The real liars, in this case too, are the Democrats themselves #2000Mules

Dinesh D’Souza @DineshDSouza

5.8K Retweets 271 Quote Tweets 21.1K Likes

1:57 AM · Oct 2, 2022

"Jews will go to hell. I'm not beholden to Jews and I ain't owned by the Jews."—OK state Senate candidate J arrin Jackson, recently endorsed Kari Lake, GOP candidate for AZ governor

Really American🇺🇸 @ReallyAmerican1

3.5K Retweets 350 Quote Tweets 6.8K Likes

1:58 AM · Aug 21, 2022

"Jews will go to hell. I'm not beholden to Jews and I ain't owned by the Jews."—OK state Senate candidate J arrin Jackson, recently endorsed Kari Lake, GOP candidate for AZ governor

Really American🇺🇸 @ReallyAmerican1

3.5K Retweets 350 Quote Tweets 6.8K Likes

1:58 AM · Aug 21, 2022
### Top 20 Twitter Posts (11 - 20): Antisemitism

**PRE-MUSK**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date Range: March 01, 2022 - October 25, 2022</th>
<th><strong>TOXIC NARRATIVE</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Kari Lake** just endorsed a Republican candidate who:
- Says gay people are “disgusting, despicable, and stupid”
- Says the “Jews” are “evil” and are “taking over the world” to replace white people
- Says being LGBTQ is “the gateway to pedophilia”

**Yair Rosenberg**

Kanye’s tweets exemplify why antisemitism is so hard to uproot: it’s a self-affirming conspiracy theory. The antisemite claims that Jews control everything. Then, if they’re penalized for their bigotry, they point to that as proof. Heads they win, tails Jews lose.

**Oren Segal**

Hate in America:

Yesterday, the head of an antisemitic and white supremacist group (and his supporters) dropped banners over the 405 in Los Angeles. One banner read, “Kanye is right about the Jews.”

**X Soviet non-parody news**

If Twitter had existed in WWII you’d have hot takes like, “Could the Jews have organised the gas chambers to make the Germans look bad?” and “Why is the world so Germanophobic just because Hitler is restoring his country’s rightful historic borders?”

**Rabbi Danya Ruttenberg**

In case you were wondering if celebrity statements had impact on hate in the real world.

Antisemitism is real. It exists.

When we talk about it, and the tropes that it comprises—mostly subtle, shadowy, by design—we can begin to do the work of combating hate.

---

**Auschwitz Memorial**

Jozef & Wiktoria Ulma risked their lives to help Jews during the Holocaust. On 24 March 1944 the German police discovered the Jews in hiding.

The Jewish family was shot, as was the entire Ulma family - parents & 6 children. Wiktoria was 7 months pregnant.

**Richard Engel**

After Russia strikes Holocaust site. Zelenskyy: “I appeal to all the Jews of the world: don’t you see what is happening?”

“Millions of Jews, do not remain silent right now, because Nazism is born in silence, so shout about killing civilians, shout about killing Ukrainians.”

**No Lie with Brian Tyler Cohen**

NEW: A new Ron DeSantis commercial features an anti-Semitic pastor who attacked “the Jews” for not converting to Christianity.

**el patrón**

“Jews control a disproportionate amount of the world’s wealth & media.”

**Rffi6nn**

[thoughtfully] what if we told everyone the jews were poisoning wells

---

**No Lie with Brian Tyler Cohen**

Kari Lake just endorsed a Republican candidate who:
- Says gay people are “disgusting, despicable, and stupid”
- Says “the Jews” are “evil” and are “taking over the world” to replace white people
- Says being LGBTQ is “the gateway to pedophilia”

**Yair Rosenberg**

Kanye’s tweets exemplify why antisemitism is so hard to uproot: it’s a self-affirming conspiracy theory. The antisemite claims that Jews control everything. Then, if they’re penalized for their bigotry, they point to that as proof. Heads they win, tails Jews lose.

8:00 PM - Oct 9, 2022

**Oren Segal**

Hate in America:

Yesterday, the head of an antisemitic and white supremacist group (and his supporters) dropped banners over the 405 in Los Angeles. One banner read, “Kanye is right about the Jews.”

4:11 PM - Oct 23, 2022

**X Soviet non-parody news**

If Twitter had existed in WWII you’d have hot takes like, “Could the Jews have organised the gas chambers to make the Germans look bad?” and “Why is the world so Germanophobic just because Hitler is restoring his country’s rightful historic borders?”

8:41 PM - Jul 29, 2022

**Rabbi Danya Ruttenberg**

In case you were wondering if celebrity statements had impact on hate in the real world.

Antisemitism is real. It exists.

When we talk about it, and the tropes that it comprises—mostly subtle, shadowy, by design—we can begin to do the work of combating hate.

---

**Auschwitz Memorial**

Jozef & Wiktoria Ulma risked their lives to help Jews during the Holocaust. On 24 March 1944 the German police discovered the Jews in hiding.

The Jewish family was shot, as was the entire Ulma family - parents & 6 children. Wiktoria was 7 months pregnant.

**Richard Engel**

After Russia strikes Holocaust site. Zelenskyy: “I appeal to all the Jews of the world: don’t you see what is happening?”

“Millions of Jews, do not remain silent right now, because Nazism is born in silence, so shout about killing civilians, shout about killing Ukrainians.”

9:02 PM - Mar 2, 2022

**No Lie with Brian Tyler Cohen**

NEW: A new Ron DeSantis commercial features an anti-Semitic pastor who attacked “the Jews” for not converting to Christianity.

12:54 AM - Sep 19, 2022

**el patrón**

“Jews control a disproportionate amount of the world’s wealth & media.”

7:56 PM - Oct 25, 2022

**Rffi6nn**

[thoughtfully] what if we told everyone the jews were poisoning wells
Chappelle made a lot of excuses for Kanye and Kyrie Irving's antisemitism on SNL last night. I want to focus on one idea in particular, because it's prevalent far beyond these 3 Black entertainers.

"The Jews control Hollywood."

Those of you voting for fascism today:

Remember fascism only works if you have someone to hate. Once they've gotten rid of the Jews, the Gays, the POC, the foreigners, the illegals, et al, fascism STILL needs someone to hate.

That's when they come for YOU.
More than a day since "Kanye is right about the Jews!" was projected at a Florida v Georgia game which DeSantis attended. Not one Republican has condemned it. Cuz they agree. Cuz they know their base loves this anti-Semitic shit.

The mainstreaming of anti-Jew hate is accelerating.

The Jews are not responsible for the world's problems. Thought this was obvious, but here we are...

"The Jews" is trending on Twitter, and its algorithm has selected Ye as a "Top" person to follow while @ElonMusk fires roughly half of the company’s staff, including many of its policy experts and content moderators." @VICE

"Kanye was right about the Jews." This Anti-Semitism in neon lights portends a darkness descending across America. The imperiled “they” are us. @AP

The Jews Believe Their Messiah Has Arrived... Are You Paying Attention Christian?

The Jews are not responsible for the world's problems.

Auschwitz Memorial

9-10 November 1938 | November Pogrom organized against the Jews throughout Nazi Germany. Hundreds killed & died by suicide, 30,000 men arrested, over 1,000 synagogues burnt, over 7,000 Jewish businesses destroyed or damaged: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kristallnacht
"The Jews had better start being nice to people like us, because what comes out of this is going to get a lot uglier for them..."

Meet neo-Nazi Nick Fuentes. Fuentes was President Trump’s dinner guest at Mar-a-Lago this week along with Kanye West.

Some common ways antisemitism shows up in churches, and what to do instead

Trump had dinner with this guy

I personally think, and I’m sorry to be controversial, that it’s bad news the de facto GOP party leader and presumptive 2024 presidential nominee met with this guy.

All snark and sarcasm aside, I really, really hope journalists and the Democratic Party treat Trump’s meeting with Nick Fuentes as the scandal that it is.

This guy has made openly genocidal, authoritarian statements about the Jews within the past few weeks. It’s horrifying.

FIFA: “Soccer brings all of us together.”
Qatar: “Except the Jews.”
FIFA: “Okay.”

I, personally think, and I’m sorry to be controversial, that it’s bad news the de facto GOP party leader and presumptive 2024 presidential nominee met with this guy.

Top 20 Twitter Posts (1 - 10): Antisemitism

PRE-MUSK

NOVEMBER 14, 2022 - NOVEMBER 27, 2022

POST-MUSK

If Jews control Hollywood, explain why opening credits never list the producer’s mother? You can’t.

Levi TeIdon
@AlamoRabbi

Jaime Kirzner-Roberts
@jaimekr

Scott Nover
@Scott5over

Rep. Eric Swalwell
@RepSwalwell

YonI Michanie
@YoniMichanie

Middle Church
@middlechurch

Molly Jong-Fast
@MollyJongFast

Max Berger
@maxberger

Sam Adler-Bell
@SamAdlerBell

Kevin McCarthy condones Donald Trump hanging out with this Holocaust-denying Jew-hater. Why won’t the media seek comment from McCarthy? If Barack Obama did this every single one of us would be hounded for comment.

Some common ways antisemitism shows up in churches, and what to do instead

“The Jews killed Jesus.”

No. Jesus was executed by the Roman Empire for resisting imperial rule.

(continue below)

When it comes to the Jews, every society where shit has gone down with these people, it always goes from zero to sixty.

White nationalist antisemite Nick Fuentes warns that if “the Jews” don’t stop oppressing people like him, it will soon lead to violence: “When it comes to the Jews, every society where shit has gone down with these people, it always goes from zero to sixty.”

Trump had dinner with this guy

if jews control hollywood, explain why opening credits never list the producer’s mother? you can’t.

Meet neo-Nazi Nick Fuentes. Fuentes was President Trump’s dinner guest at Mar-a-Lago this week along with Kanye West.

All snark and sarcasm aside, I really, really hope journalists and the Democratic Party treat Trump’s meeting with Nick Fuentes as the scandal that it is.

This guy has made openly genocidal, authoritarian statements about the Jews within the past few weeks. It’s horrifying.
One week before he and anti-Semite Kanye had dinner with Trump at Mar-a-Lago, Nick Fuentes was publicly calling for deadly violence against the American Jewish community:

https://twitter.com/RightWingWatch...

Think about that.

A former U.S. president colluding with a Neo-Nazi.

If Jews control the media how come so many singers, actors, comedians, publications and celebrities are openly antisemitic?

I will defend my Jewish friends and neighbors with my life, my lifetime of military training, and the weapons that I also own thanks to the 2nd Amendment. These motherfucers will pay in America.

Nazis forced all the Jews into a ghetto in Warsaw and then started shipping them to the death camps on trains. The Jews knew what was happening and eventually rebelled (Warsaw Uprising).

Know how long it took? 80% of the Jews were already gone before they rebelled. Human nature.
Ethnic and Racial Slurs
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Volume Over Time - Ethnic and Racial Slurs

Mention Volume

Elon Musk Takes over Twitter
Top 20 Twitter Posts (1 - 10): Ethnic and Racial Slurs

PRE-MUSK  POST-MUSK  MARCH 01, 2022 - OCTOBER 25, 2022

Lessa Pamplin @LessaPamplin
My goddaughter is the only black starter for Dukes volleyball team. While playing yesterday, she was called a nigger every time she served. She was threatened by a white male that told her to watch her back going to the team bus. A police officer had to be put by their bench.

Rev. Dr. Jacqui Lewis @RevJacquiLewis
18 years old and writing about white genocide before he went out to massacre Black folks buying groceries. But tell me again how we don’t need antiracism education in schools.

TJ Holmeswrecker @Kyla_Lacey
If you are not at the risk of being called a nigger, you shouldn’t be saying “nigga.” That’s it.

Dr. Marvin Dunn @MarvinDunn4
To the Levy County Sheriff I spent six years in the uniform of a United States naval officer who now, at age 82 was assaulted by a racist with a truck calling me a nigger. My disappointment is not in my country but in a sheriff’s department that won’t even ask me about it.

J.J. H. @Hollywood_JT
Just seen a YT woman get clapped and her last words were nigger. Lol that’s wild. No screaming out to her momma or thinking bout life. She was committed to racism to the very end.

Carlos @bean2lean
the urge to say “imagine” after every joke

Julie 🌟 @chicawno
haha be like “imagine” and that’s the whole joke 😂

Lavern Spicer @lavern_spicer
People who have never called me a nigger:
- Republicans
- Police Officers
- Trump supporters
People who have called me a nigger:
- Progressive Democrats
Now, what’s that say?

Clifton Duncan @cliftonaduncan
You just know most of the people calling Clarence Thomas “nigger” have a “Hate has no home here” sign on their lawn.
The headline should read: “White girl was racially targeted, racially abused, racially harassed, forced/manipulated into unwanted ‘white allyship’, and suffered a campaign of anti-White racially-aggravated rapes by over 100 Asian men”

#antiwhite #racialtrauma #traumavalidation

Dr Ella Bridges, MBBCh

1.2K Retweets 65 Quote Tweets 2,046 Likes

3:16 PM · Nov 10, 2022

Suspend her from school until she
- apologizes to the young lady
- Apologizes to the black community
- makes a $500,000 donation to the NAACP
- goes on red table talk & drink champs

I'm a A-1 n***, a thick sauce n***

@FirstName736928

3:25 AM · Nov 7, 2022

16.1K Retweets 581 Quote Tweets 52.8K Likes

Atrocious. Now make her pay a 500K fine to anti hate causes, Expel her, Make her apologize to the ENTIRE Black community, Sensitivity training, AntiBlack training, Meet w Dr. Umar to demonstrate understanding.

sani @justgiwtaag

3:19 AM · Oct 31, 2022

1.1K Retweets 137 Quote Tweets 332 Likes

So ok now can these industry representatives apologize to the Black community for getting paid off the word N***... the last 30 years of N***ity in the music industry, publishing, Hollywood, television, cable WWW streaming & paying Blackfaces to say it? Raise your hand$

Chuck D @MrChuckD

11:46 AM · Nov 4, 2022

1.2K Retweets 109 Quote Tweets 4,524 Likes

Top 20 Twitter Posts (1 - 10): Ethnic and Racial Slurs

OCTOBER 26, 2022 - NOVEMBER 13, 2022
## Top 20 Twitter Posts (11 - 20): Ethnic and Racial Slurs

**OCTOBER 26, 2022 - NOVEMBER 13, 2022**

###PRE-MUSK

**Cern** @upblissed

"she don’t know you"  
"you’re black"  
"n**igge**r"  
"no b**itches"  

1:00 AM - Nov 5, 2022  
970 Retweets  
96 Quote Tweets  
50.4K Likes

**Ash Sarkar** @Ayoc_aesar

What can we conclude about an AI programmed to flag words like "T**ory**, "hypocrite", and "liar" as toxic, but not "P**aki**, "wog", or "Go back"?

That either the researchers wanted to put their thumb on the scales and make the left look bad, or that they’re unforgivably stupid.

8:33 PM - Nov 9, 2022  
541 Retweets  
12 Quote Tweets  
3.3K Likes

**Leah Remini** @LeahRemini

13. This policy permits Scientologists to do horrific things to protect Scientology and makes Scientologists unreliable witnesses.

It allows Scientologists to reject “wog law” and lie to law enforcement.

It allows a Scientologist to commit perjury to protect Scientology.

12:21 AM - Nov 2, 2022  
394 Retweets  
5 Quote Tweets  
4.3K Likes

**Josh Marshall** @joshtpm

This is so true. Peter Thiel and Trump gave the nomination to an incel/white genocide candidate in Arizona. It was as bad as you can imagine. Now he presumably moves back to California to resume his work as one of Thiel amped up court monkeys.

8:34 PM - Nov 12, 2022  
447 Retweets  
7 Quote Tweets  
15K Likes

###POST-MUSK

**Leah Remini** @LeahRemini

10. As a Scientologist, you are taught that WOGS are ignorant, misinformed, or evil.

There are fewer than 25k Scientologists worldwide, meaning Scientologists believe over 7 billion people are ignorant and misrepresented, and that some of them, especially psychiatrists, are evil.

12:21 AM - Nov 2, 2022  
467 Retweets  
17 Quote Tweets  
5.2K Likes

**Michael Harriot** @michaelharriot

It’s weird to hear people ask where everyone is going as if we GOTT A be on a social media site

Maybe Twitter is just a thing that happened, like AIM or MySpace or Democracy. Trust me—wherever we go, there’s gonna be some white people screaming “n**igge**r.”

That’s in the Bible

6:09 PM - Nov 1, 2022  
443 Retweets  
31 Quote Tweets  
4.4K Likes

**Leah Remini** @LeahRemini

9. Scientologists refer to non-Scientologists as “WOGS.”

The laws that non-Scientologists follow are known as “WOG law.”

Again, Scientologists believe that WOG law is always beneath Scientology law.

12:21 AM - Nov 2, 2022  
402 Retweets  
17 Quote Tweets  
4.6K Likes

###ETHNIC & RACIAL SLURS

- Cern @upblissed
- Ash Sarkar @Ayoc_aesar
- Leah Remini @LeahRemini
- Josh Marshall @joshtpm
- Michael Harriot @michaelharriot
- Leah Remini @LeahRemini

**Digital Planet**

The graduate school of global affairs at Ryerson University
Shes a race baiting traitor to Britain her Nigerian Royal family sold legions of slaves

She is a fine one to talk, being anti White anti Royal Family!!!

HOLD Dr. Shola Mos-Shogbamimu RESPONSIBLE FOR RACIST TROPS - Sign the Petition! https://t.co/1wtXOZl24r

She votes Democrat.

The short answer is our politicians are paid for by the WEF and UN to be anti white and push anti white policies.

She is a race baiting traitor to Britain her Nigerian Royal family sold legions of slaves
She is a fine one to talk, being anti White anti Royal Family!!!

She is a fine one to talk, being anti White anti Royal Family!!!

Uber tells me they have banned this rider's account

Uber tells me they have banned this rider's account

Uber tells me they have banned this rider's account

The anti White hate from the media is endless.

bruh I was playing mw2 and all I did was breathe in the mic a lil bit tell me why this white dude gonna say “yeaaa I KNOW thats a nigger no white person blows that much air out their nose” 😂😭😭

The short answer is our politicians are paid for by the WEF and UN to be anti white and push anti white policies.
Why do so many Israelis and dual passport Israelis in the West support open borders and mass migration for Western countries but vehemently seek to shut down immigration into #Israel?

Wanting your own Nation is not supremacist, denying Nationhood to others is.

Anti White Watch
@AntiWhiteWatch1

234 Retweets 20 Quote Tweets 860 Likes

Even in the darkness a chink of light shines through
As ebony waves upon the lake reflect a silvery moon
In each heart that grieves & aches a hopeful flicker grows
A day shall come of inner calm & the wounded Soul shall glow
©️Tereza Gillespie 2022
#poetry

260 Retweets 4 Quote Tweets 353 Likes

One year ago today there was an #antiwhite terror attack resulting from the normalization of anti-white hate.

288 Retweets 16 Quote Tweets 1.3K Likes

Good, @uber.
In DC if someone does something to make u fear for ur personal safety in any public space, such as following or threatening u, u can report her. It's illegal to direct abusive/offensive language in a manner likely to provoke an immediate violent response. Report her!

Ian Miles Cheong @stillgray

This is a reminder of just how disenfranchised Heritage Americans/White people are by the pseudo democratic republic we inhabit. Any ‘democracy’ that is captured by a ruling class that imports a new ‘electorate’ is illegitimate, and should be treated as such. #antiracism

384 Retweets 11 Quote Tweets 630 Likes

Why do so many Israelis and dual passport Israelis in the West support open borders and mass migration for Western countries but vehemently seek to shut down immigration into #Israel?

Wanting your own Nation is not supremacist, denying Nationhood to others is. #antiracism

DC Maryland Virginia @DMVFollowers

In Washington, DC: A white woman repeatedly calls her Uber driver a “n**ger” and a “slave” after he tells her to get out of his face

“I employ you, I’m your boss.”

6:42 AM Nov 24, 2022

157 Retweets 35 Quote Tweets 340 Likes
We use specialized technology and algorithms to access and analyze large amounts of open-source data. For this analysis, we have assembled a dataset of 3.9M Tweets, between March 01, 2022 and November 27, 2022, covering three categories of hate speech on Twitter in the United States i.e., antisemitic hate speech, anti-LGBTQ+ hate speech, and ethnic and racial hate speech.

Further, to understand whether the amount of hate speech or the toxicity level on Twitter changed (increased, decreased, or remained the same) since Elon Musk took control of Twitter, we identified the top 20 most popular Tweets based on the total number of retweets across the three hate speech categories and across specific time intervals.

- The first time period, covers roughly eight months prior to Musk’s ownership of Twitter from March 01, 2022 to October 25, 2022.
- The second time period, post-Elon Musk’s takeover, covers October 26, 2022 and November 27, 2022.
- To add further granularity, the time period of analysis post Elon Musk’s takeover is further broken down by two weeks intervals i.e., October 26, 2022 to November 13, 2022 and November 14, 2022 to November 27, 2022.

Toxic Tweets from the list of top 20 Tweets across the hate speech categories and time periods are then manually picked and flagged by our experts. We have cleaned up the dataset to exclude spam tweets and other irrelevant topics if any.

**Data Limitations**

Given the high volume of posts and length of the timeline, we cannot collect, measure and analyze every single tweet related to this topic. Our access to the Twitter API algorithmically downsamples the data collected, but the overall trend and patterns are consistent with the full sample.
Methodology

Search Terms

<<<Antisemitism>>>

(  
  (kike OR kikes OR “jewish media” OR “The jews” OR “jews control” OR “f*cking jews” OR “damn jews”)  
  (NOT (kitchen)))

<<<Anti-LGBTQ+>>>  

(  
  (groomer* OR grooming OR tr*ny OR t*rann*y OR f*ggot* OR t*rann*es OR “trans agenda” OR T*rann*ie OR Transvestite* 0 R H*ermaphro*dit*)  
  (NOT (pet* OR wedding* OR kitchen OR karma OR “b*tch about”))
)

<<<Ethnic and Racial Slurs>>>  

(  
  (wog OR n*gger* OR spic OR gook OR spics OR “ching chong” OR “anti white” OR “white genocide” OR “whitegenocide”)  
  (NOT (@chinky_face OR WoGNQ6UL9b OR “Gobbledy-gook”))
)